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1 'uêÆ

Fá�k)(¢@�êÆÌ��8I´ú¯�|ÃÚg,y��)º"

ä�' 1830 c��V4���µ&

It is true that M. Fourier had the opinion that the principal end of mathematics was

the public utility and the explanation of natural phenomena.

Karl Jacobi wrote to Adrien-Marie Legendre in 1830

�°�/ùêÆ´�«n5�° "�´ù«° §-u!r?!�Í¿°¦<a�

g��±$^���õ�§Ý§½�´ù«° §Áãû½5/K�<a�Ô�!��Ú

�¬)¹¶Áã£�k'<ag��3JÑ�¯K¶ãå�n)Ú��g,¶¦å�&¦

Ú(á®²¼��£�����Ú��{�Sº" 

�4Ï5Ü�©z¥�êÆ6�1�Ù

In its broadest aspect Mathematics is a spirit of rationality. It is this spirit that chal-

lenges, simulates, invigorates and drives human minds to exercise themselves to the fullest.

It is this spirit that seeks to influence decisively the physical, normal and social life of man,

that seeks to answer the problems posed by our very existence, that strives to understand

and control nature and that exerts itself to explore and establish the deepest and utmost

implications of knowledge already obtained.

from Chapter 1 of ”Mathematics in Western culture” by Klein

êÆ�¤±'��Ù§�ÆÉ��§��nd´Ï�¦�·K´ýé²(ÚÃ�

�F�§Ù§��Æ²~?u�#uy�¯¢í���x",,êÆ�¤±kp(�§

,��nd´§Jø�g,�Æ�½§Ý���5"eÃêÆ§§�ÒØ2äk��5"

OÏd"5AÛ�²�6, 1921

One reason why mathematics enjoys special esteem, above all other sciences, is that its

laws are absolutely certain and indisputable, while those of all other sciences are to some

extent debatable and in constant danger of being overthrown by newly discovered facts. ...

But there is another reason for the high repute of mathematics, in that it is mathematics

which affords the exact natural sciences a certain measure of security, to which without

mathematics they could not attain. ”Geometry and Experience” by Einstein in 1921
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¦£ê�g¤@����Æ§�k�§¤õ/$^êÆ�§âU��ý��õ�/

Ú" .{�5£Áê�g6, 1890

He (Marx) held the view that science is not really developed until it has learned to

make use of mathematics. ”Reminiscences of Marx” by Paul Lafargue in 1890

êÆ´�Æ�å�§êØ´å���)"¨²~¯�^Ú/�ÏU©Æ�¤kg,�

Æ§�´ÃØ3=�¡§¨Ñk�pØ��" pd

Mathematics is the queen of sciences and number theory is the queen of mathematics.

She often condescends to render service to astronomy and other natural sciences, but in all

relations she is entitled to the first rank.

Gauss, from ”Gauss zum Gedächtniss” by Wolfgang S. Waltershausen in 1856

��êÆ[bXuy½y²
��é¤��½n§@o¦�õN[��3§Ø¬��

½�í�"êÆ.vk=�Å�§���ME�[�ØA§v±-ÙMEögÍ"

�w (Øên'X, g,Fy{ÏÕ, 41(2), 2019.)
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Ã'�W��Æ¤äk�áÚåØ´J��"

pd 1819 cc�����#F�ù�&

Nothing could prove to me in a more flattering and less equivocal way that the attrac-

tions of that science, which have added so much joy to my life, are not chimerical, than the

favor with which you have honored it. Gauss wrote to Sophie Germain in about 1819

�«ÛA�{Ú£XêÆ�I§ù«{Ø��²â�{½g,�{@�"�XÓ�ü

ö§¨a/X�gö�%(§-å<�é¨�!ü" ¥%�, 1867 c5y���6

A peculiar beauty reigns in the realm of mathematics, a beauty which resembles not so

much the beauty of art as the beauty of nature and which affects the reflective mind, which

has acquired an appreciation of it, very much like the latter.

Kummer, Berliner Monatsberichte (1867), p. 395.

êÆ§XJ�(/w§Ø�Pkýn§��äk�p�{"

Û�5êÆïÄ6§1910

Mathematics, rightly viewed, possesses not only truth, but supreme beauty.

Russell, the Study of Mathematics: Philosophical Essays (London, 1910), p. 73.

��k¶�êØ�[l���Q²`§¦U�êÆ���ÄÅ§´±e�úªµ
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Mathematics has a threefold purpose. It must provide an instrument for the study of

nature. But this is not all: it has a philosophical purpose, and, I dare say, an aesthetic

purpose. Poincaré

Fá�k)(¢@�êÆÌ��8I´ú¯�|ÃÚg,y��)º"��¦ù�

�óÆ[AT��§�Æ���8�´<a%(�J�§lù��Ý5w§êi¯K�

.NX¯K���" ä�' 1830 c��V4���µ&

It is true that M. Fourier had the opinion that the principal end of mathematics was

the public utility and the explanation of natural phenomena; but such a philosopher as he is

should have known that the unique end of science is the honor of the human mind, and that

from this point of view a question of number is as important as a question of the system of

the world. Karl Jacobi wrote to Adrien-Marie Legendre in 1830

êÆ´<ag���p¤Ò" y.ã

The highest form of human pure thought is in mathematics. Plato

Ø+êÆ�?�©|´õoÄ�§ok�U¬A^3ù¢S.þ" Ûn�ÅdÄ

There is no branch of mathematics, however abstract, which may not some day be

applied to phenomena of the real world.

Lobachevsky, on p. 36 of ”A Mathematical Journey” by Stanley Gudder in 1976

2 êÆïÄ

{¤w�·�§êÆþ���¤Ò�Ü©�Ãun),�AÏ�K"
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M�5��êÆ[�Fx6§1941

We may say, roughly, that a mathematical idea is ”significant” if it can be connected,

in a natural and illuminating way, with a large complex of other mathematical ideas. Thus

a serious mathematical theorem, a theorem which connects significant ideas, is likely to lead

to important advances in mathematics itself and even in other sciences.

G. Hardy, ”A Mathematician’s Apology” in 1941

êÆ[�ó�Úx[½�<��7L´{�¶êÆ�{XÓôÚ½c�§7LÚ�/

C�3�å"{´1��Öµ.þvkÎ§êÆ� �"

M�5��êÆ[�Fx6§1941

The mathematician’s patterns, like the painter’s or the poet’s, must be beautiful; the

ideas, like the colours or the words must fit together in a harmonious way. Beauty is the

first test: there is no permanent place in this world for ugly mathematics.

G. Hardy, ”A Mathematician’s Apology” in 1941

����êÆpÝØ�ý�!7,�{'" M�5��êÆ[�Fx6§1941

In great mathematics there is a very high degree of unexpectedness, combined with

inevitability and economy. G. Hardy, ”A Mathematician’s Apology” in 1941

£M���©¥�´`Ú�ê©Ùk'�ü�½näk/Ø�ý�!7,�{'0�

5�"ØL¦éî��êÆó�£”serious theorem”¤�(�
£ã§=äk�½§Ý�

ÊH5Ú�Ý”generality and depth”¤"Ù¥, ÊH5Ò´Ä�5£”generality is abstract-

ness”¤; �ÝÚJÝk'§/���0�g�Ï~�Jn)£”depth has something to do

with difficulty; the ’deeper’ ideas are usually the harder to grasp”¤"¤

��Ú·¤
Ð*l§¤±·�g,,/?Ø
pd-ÆSúª§,�·y²
§"

·@�ù´·�Ð��¬��§Ï�§)û
����!Ä��!²;�¯K§��

{�~#L"�¢yù
�{§\I��
Eâþ�M#"ùØ´²��¯§Ø´�«�

�\k
�{Ò�±¢y�ÀÜ"§é°�" ���

Weil and I became good friends, so we naturally discussed the Gauss-Bonnet formula.

And then I got my proof. I think this is one of my best works, because it solved an important,

a fundamental, classical problem, and the ideas were very new. And to carry out the ideas

you need some technical ingenuity. It’s not trivial. It’s not something where once you have

the ideas you can carry it out. It’s subtle.

S. S. Chern, Notices AMS. 45 (1998), no. 7, 860-865.

ÆSêÆ����{´�êÆ"Ø��´Ö§¶]Ô§�JÑ\gC�¯K§Ïé\

gC�~f§uy\gC�y²"ù�b�k7�íº_·K¤áíºy²3=p¦^


^�º M�#d

The only way to learn mathematics is to do mathematics. Don’t just read it; fight

it! Ask your own question, look for your own examples, discover your own proofs. Is the
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hypothesis necessary? Is the converse true? ... Where does the proof use the hypothesis?

Paul Halmos

êÆ�M�ýØ´ü�íØ�±���§ÄkÏ~´�
�
�ßÿ§@�X�U

�í2§�Xe
Ø�©krº�(Ø",��n�{§��wÑ¯¢�àX§  ��

¤Ð��§�§âUò��GÃÜ6ª�y²"ùL§¿Ø´�ÄÒ�§�²LNõ�

}!�ò§�2/ßÿ!@�§3Á&¥xsKA����m´~k�"

Halmos (M�#d)

Ð�êÆy²§¿Ø´���·3A,WA�§�Mpâ,�)
�� Û��{§

´��ÉLéÐêÆÔö��M§Ø´�$í§´aa±¦�(J"

Gowers (p�d)

·�`��k��¯§\�ØÊ/ó�§ØÊ/g�§vkO�ü�"�\k��¯

K§��ó§XÓL��êÆ[���@�§\AT3gC�Ñ�õ���O<ÆS�

õ�ùüö�m�±²ï" �Û#Å

The only thing I can say is that you have to work hard and that’s what we do. You

work and work, and think and think. There is no other recipe for that. The only general

thing I can say is that when you have a problem then)as mathematicians in the past have

known)one has to keep the balance between how much you think yourself and how much

you learn from others. Gromov, Interview by Raussen and Skau in 2009

\�U�Nõq£�Ã^õ§��´Z�O�í§�\�,�¯K�4�§\¬k

NõØ���"=¦ù���UÎÃ¤J§\�´��§\��{Ò´ÑØ5",ù


ò(´��§vk§�\ÒØ¬ký��â»" ���

XJ\��ô���êÆK§Ï~¬r�k�Ó§\¤����q�ÑØ+^§\¬

ú�XJ\Ul$�?wL�§�U¬k��{ü�)û�Y"vk�o'kO<3\�

>�Ð�
§Ï�¦Ï~�±3$�?½À" C0æ

If you attack a mathematical problem directly, very often you come to a dead end,

nothing you do seems to work and you feel that if only you could peer round the corner

there might be an easy solution. There is nothing like having somebody else beside you,

because he can usually peer round the corner. Atiyah

XJO<g�êÆ�ýn�·���\±È§¦�¬é�·�uy" pd

If others would but reflect on mathematical truths as deeply and as continuously as I

have, they would make my discoveries.

Gauss, from ”The World of Mathematics” by J. R. Newman, in 1956

â`pdé�gp�½Æk�«ØÓ�y²"?ÛÐ�½nÑATkA�y²§y²
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�õ�Ð"kü��ÏµÏ~§ØÓ�y²kØÓ�rf¶§�´ØÓ���þí2))

§�Ø==´*d�E" C0æ

I think it is said that Gauss had ten different proofs for the law of quadratic reciprocity.

Any good theorem should have several proofs, the more the better. For two reasons: usual-

ly, different proofs have different strengths and weaknesses, and they generalise in different

directions – they are not just repetitions of each other. Michael Atiyah

�êÆ�²â´lA~¥uy��(Ø��Þ" F�ËA

The art of doing mathematics consists in finding that special case which contains all

the germs of generality. Hilbert

3êÆ�+�¥§JÑ¯K�²â')�¯K�²â���" x�

In mathematics the art of proposing a question must be held of higher value than solv-

ing it. Cantor

�����Æ©|UJÑ�þ�¯K§§Ò¿÷X)·å§¯K"yKý«Õáu

Ð�ª�½P�" F�ËA 1900 cniüù

As long as a branch of science offers an abundance of problems, so long is it alive; a

lack of problems foreshadows extinction or the cessation of independent development.

Hilbert, ”Mathematical Problems”, 1900

��<��:¯�§��rgC�´"�mM#´f§�'��´\¬Ø¬gCJÑ

¯K§U�(/JÑ¯KÒ´òm
M#�1�Ú" o��

ØU)û(J¯K�nØ´Ã^�" Atiyah (C0æ)

z��Ð�êÆ[Ñ7L´��¯K)ûö"XJ\Ø)û¯K§\�k�
��

{§NoU�ÑÐ��zº ���

Every good mathematician has to be a problem solver. If you are not a problem solver,

you only have vague ideas, how can you make a good contribution?

S. S. Chern, Notices AMS. 45 (1998), no. 7, 860-865.

íÄêÆuÐ�ÄåØ´¦y´��å" ���

The moving power of Mathematical invention is not reasoning but imagination.

A. de Morgan, ”life of Sir W. R. Hamilton” by Graves in 1889

·���Ü6�y²§�ÏL�úâkuy" 
\4

It is by logic that we prove, but by intuition that we discover. Poincaré

w��
§��Ð
" pd��mµ
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Pauca sed matura (Few, but ripe.). Gauss’ motto

�g,, ·�å , ·�)�åu&¢\�5Æ"

pd�1��mµ, ÑgÞ¬'æ�5o��6

Thou, nature, art my goddess; to thy laws my services are bound...

Gauss’ second motto, from ”King Lear” by W. Shakespeare

3 Û�êÆ[

êÆ[Ò´uL
�����²�½n�y²�<"

&�õS5��êÆ–�
<a%��J�6§1987

A mathematician, then, will be defined in what follows as someone who has published

the proof of at least one non-trivial theorem.

Dieudonné, ”Mathematics - The Music of Reason”, 1987

ý��êÆ[Ñ´�~9��§vk9�ÒvkêÆ" ã��d

The real mathematician is an enthusiast per se. Without enthusiasm no mathematics.

Novalis (Georg Philipp Friedrich Freiherr von Hardenberg)

J¦Æ¯�9�I���§ù'���<��ö"XÛØ�¶|�d�§4·�!ü

�g,��UÎÃÕå/L³Ñ5§D´��Æ¯a��1�Ú"¯�`µ/ªÆQkd

S{ñ§q�±?U"0Ò´`k
ù«aú±�§2\þãå§Ò�±��Æ¯
"

·k3�>LØ����Æö§¦�3ó�þ�Í\��§Ý§��±^î�?�cé5

£ãµ/<mg´k�°§dëØ'º��"0lùpg�½�¦�¤õ�Ïd"y m�

c�µ/NØgþºØ�pk�Q�"0éõ��M�u²§´Æö3k�þa��d¿

£¥�¤�" £¤Ð

·@�25§��1��¯Ò´êÆ"·�)¹Ò´êÆ§ª)Øð/J¦Ò´ê

Æ§ê�cX�F§lvk�øL§y3�,Xd§zU��kÔl���´3g�ê

Æ" ���

·c���ÿ�±��UïÄêÆ§k�ÿl@þÊ:��þ��:"vk�o¯�

�±Z6·" �Û#Å

When I was young I could go on all day, sometimes from nine in the morning to eleven

at night. Nothing could distract me. Gromov, Interview by Raussen and Skau in 2009

±·�²�5ù§3�¯K��ÿ§�þZú�3�ù�¯K§23Kþ�3�§@

þåK1��¯Ò´�ù�¯K"·¿Ø´ù\���ù�f§·´F"\�3����

¯K�)û��ÿ§\��å±A§Ø�U3¥múú��:3Ù§��±s:õÅ§
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£¤Ð

ét�Æ�<5`§�¯Ò´¤õ�1" d±,

XÚ·��^õ§XÒ¬Ú·��¤õ" #SA

=pkUâ§·´rO<Õj��õÅ§Ñ^3ó�þ�" °×

h²Ñu�¯§Uâ3uÈ\" uÛ�

�[~~¯§UDÚ�¯=���ºP
·â��§�¯Ò´���UD"

N¶

vk\���¯§ÒvkâU§�vkUâ" �$�Å

ª¢Ú��§AT¤�\[È��¿" L=��

3Ù¦�¡vk@op�J¦§g,éêÆÒU�±�È�9O" ÜÃ/

No�âU¤�êÆ[º·�·��
�Yµ\�kUD¶\7LØä�¦gC�õ

å5¶\7L¤OêÆ�L��¶\7L3êÆþ�¯ãå!)Ø�§¿�[Ø�ï"

M�#d§5·�¤�êÆ[µgD6§1985

What does it take to be [a mathematician]? I think I know the answer: you have to be

born right, you must continually strive to become perfect, you must love mathematics more

than anything else, you must work at it hard and without stop, and you must never give

up. Halmos ”I Want to be a Mathematician: An Automathography”, 1985

êÆ���´éL¡þw5��ØÓ�Vg@£ÙS3�Ü6'X"�¤õ�êÆ

[´�£¡�°!Vg�a'!��Uå�r�<" O�u

��<´êÆ[§@´Ï�¦Uuy½n�m�aq¶XJ¦Uw�y²�m�a

q§¦Ò´�`D�êÆ[¶�´¦¾£»nØ�m�aq§@o§¦Ò¤
#Ñ�êÆ

["\�±���§º?�êÆ[U
É	aq�m�aq" n<â
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A mathematician is a person who can find analogies between theorems; a better mathe-

matician is one who can see analogies between proofs and the best mathematician can notice

analogies between theories. One can imagine that the ultimate mathematician is one who

can see analogies between analogies. Banach

êÆâULy3Nõ�¡§k�
êÆ[´nØ�Máö§�k�
´)û¯K�U

Ã§,�
õuJõÑ¯K—-·Ø´`¦�MEÑ¯K§�ó�§¦�U
uy#�ê

Æé�½'X¥��á~f§ù
#é�½'X±�òuÐ¤SN´L�nØ"ù
Ø

ÓUå½UD´Ãp$þe�©�"8�(.§��±êÆ±Y�J§ù
âUÑ´7�

�" Selberg (l���)

êÆ[ÏÙ¬��É§���©�e�n«µ

(�)MEnØ�êÆ["ù
êÆ[ó���ª§q�o©�Ôa"
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�m§ò�È©^�¡��ëänØ�B´"� Ricci, Christofel �AÛÆ[3¡

þïÄ��I�À�Ã'�ëänØ�§¦�éJ���§3ê�c�� Yang-Mills |

Ø¥��5"

3. ^'��{Ï¦ØÓÆ���Ó?uÐ#�¤J"~XµWeil '��ê�

§Ú�êAÛuÐ�âAÛµn�cc Langlands (Ü+L«ØÚgÅ/ªJÑ

/Langlands j+0§ò�±���+�nØí2�Ø����+��"

4. �)º#�êÆy�uÐnØ"~XµGauss uy
¡�Ç´S%£==

�Ù1�Ä�/ªk'¤��§Riemann BddME
±¦�¶�AÛÆ§¤Ò
Cz

c5�AÛ�uÐ¶H. Whitney uy
3n�mþ«5a�ØC5�§Pontryagin Ú�

��Bò�í2������¹§�«5a38F®¤�ÿÀÚ�êAÛ¥�Ä��Ø

Cþ"

5. �)û�¯KuÐnØ"~X J. Nash �)û��iù6/�åi\î¼�m

uÐ�Û¼ê½n§F�g¤Æ�§3�©�§¥^?é�" S. Smale ^ h-�>n

Ø)û
Ê�½±þ� Poincaré ß��§dnØ¤��©ÿÀ���óä"

6. #�½ny²�§I�ïá��\�nØ"XAtiyah-Singer�I½n§Donaldson

nØ�JÑ�§ÑkNõØÓ�y²"ù
y²qÚå��ó�"

7. 3ïÄé�þD�#�(�"Kähler 3ïÄE6/�Ú\
�5±¦�¶�ºÝ¶

Cc Thurston 3ïÄn�6/�§�Ú?
/AÛz0�Vg"��ó§Ú?#�(

�¦2��Vg��k¿Â�ïÄ��"k�(��þ��2\��§X Kahler 6/þ

·��8¥° �Ä Kähler-Einstein Ýþ§ù�ïÄâLk¤J"

£�¤ly�¥éÏ5Æ�êÆ["

ù
êÆ[½l¯êâ¢�§½3g,Ú�¬y�¥u÷��ïÄ�¯K§³X²�

rÙ¥°�ÄÑ5§�k¿Â�ßÿ"X Gauss uÀL�þ�ê�§JÑ
�ê3�ê
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¥©Ù�½Æ¶ Pascal Ú Fermat 'uÙÆ¥�Ç�Ö&§�y�VÇØCeÄ�"Ê�

c�ÏÀ½|ff,å§Black Ú Scholes BJÑ
Ï�½d��§§�=2�/A^u

�´þ"Scholes ½Ïdu�c¼�ì���²LÆø"ùa�~f�kéõ§Ø�q

Þ"{`£5§��k¿Â�ßÿ¿�´¯§7Lé¡é�y�k¿©�
)"±ù¢�

�~§��w
c¡8Ô�£§Ò�±³��ßÿ�¡��XÛ"�XJ·�éÙ¥��

cØ�
)§KØU²x§�ýÂ"�Ãl��k¿Â�ßÿ"

£n¤)ûJK�êÆ["

¤kêÆnØ7LU��,
�¯K�)û§ÄKùnØB´�JÃd��"n

Ø��57�ÙU)û¯K��5¤�'"��êÆJK��53ud§ÚÑ�

nØ´Ä´L"ü´��¤��y²¿Ø´êÆ�ý�§'XoÚ¯K´Í¶�JK§�

§�)û�·��ÃØõ§�*�
JKKX¥6Î§\7Lò§Â»§,�âU�,

\¿"'X�FØU)û Poincaré ßÿ§�FÒØU`·�
)n��m�·�c)û

Calabi ßÿ§¤����¹�aq"

êÆ[�«ké�§)KJK´/«k0§2?�ÚuÐnØ§éÏ#�¯KK´

/é�0"vk#�¯KêÆB¬k�§�d/é�0´·�êÆ[�Ó�¦·"·��ª

8I´^êÆ�Ä:§ò��g,�Æ§�¬�ÆÚó§ÆKÜå5"gl A. Wiles 3

1994 c)û
 Fermat �½n�§éõ<Ñ¯ùk�o^"�[Ñú� Fermat �½n�

y²´y���"§Ø=)û
���� 350 c�¯K§�¦·�éknê�þ�ý�

�k
4��
)¶§´KÜü�êØ�Ì6))gÅªÚý��))$uÑ5�»

s" £¤Ð

êÆ[�ó��±©�Ê�§lp�$�g�µ

• ground-breaking!field-shaping £mU8/�!CÄ5�¤µùaêÆ[Ñ´?êÆ¤Ú

�á�§�Úî!4ÙZ]!pd!iù!Fp�!V��!n<â�"ù
<Ú�
Õ

àX>S"

• breakthrough£â»5�¤µùaÑ´<�«�ø��§���[ø!»�Åø!C

��ø!
ºÅø!pdø!���øÙ£ICM¤!a;��.4�ø§{IêÆ¬�u

���ø£�êÚêØ¤!�ÙÔø£AÛ¤!Æ�ø£©Û¤!d0�ø£ª�¤Ò¤�"

u<¥����!£¤Ð!>óZ!ÜÃ/�"¦�Ú�
��X>S"

• major£��§���¤µùa�õuL3ISºk?Ïrþ§X¤¢/o�0þ"Ú

�
/¥>S"�k�«`{� significant £�¤§���)
1�1�Ú1n�"

• minor£g��§���¤µùa�õ´uL3IS�¶Ïrþ§�)o��	��n

Ü5ÏrÚz���þ��Ð,�"Ú�
¥I>S"

• trivial£¡��¤µ�õuL3IS	�ég��pY²�Ïrþ§X�'�Ð�nÜ

5,�½öz����gÐ,�"Ú�
g[ü >S"

ØLk
Í¶¤JuL3Ø@oºk�Ïrþ§ù«�¹�´k�"¤±±Ïr�g

Ø=<��7100 % �Ì" N¶

·�`�´§3��<�O�±�üS�§Ýþ§êÆ[���O£·�^ù�c�

�ª¤´êÆ"·@£Nõ�����êÆ[§·(&·¤`�'u¦��{´�(�"
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Í¶�¶iµXJêdî##�d!S��#��!â�ù#	�Úcdk#S

pdÄØÓ¿·�*:§·¬�~¯ç" M�#d5·��êÆ[6§1985

What I am saying is that to the extent that one’s loves can be ordered, the greatest love

of a mathematician (the way I would like to use the term) is mathematics. I have known

many mathematician, great and small, and I feel sure that what I am saying is true about

them. To mention some famous names: I’d be very surprised if Marston Morse, and André

Weil, and Hermann Weyl, and Oscar Zariski didn’t agree with me.

Halmos ”I Want to be a Mathematician: An Automathography”, 1985

�Æ[ïÄg,§¿�Ï�¨k^"¦ïÄ¨¶´Ï�U�¨¶¦�¤±U�¨§´

Ï�¨´{�"XJg,Ø{§¨ÒØ��·�
)¶XJg,Ø��
)§)¹�ÒÎ

Ã¿Â" 
\45�Æ��{61914

The scientist does not study nature because it is useful; he studies it because he delights

in it, and he delights in it because it is beautiful. If nature were not beautiful, it would not

be worth knowing, and if nature were not worth knowing, life would not be worth living.

Poincaré, ”Science and Method”, 1914.

éu��ý�9O�ÆïÄ�<5ù§���8²¤Ø´ïÄ8�§uL SCI Ø©

�Ø´8�§^Ø©�?a�Ø´8�§$�3ISþ¼�ø�Ø´ïÄ8�"ù
�õ

´3J¦�ÆýnL§¥�/Ãã0½/B�¬0" HX

êÆ[Ò´rj�C¤½n�Åì" D��

A mathematician is a machine for turning coffee into theorems. Paul Erdös

Ø�L¤�m�<s�Ø©§��ÐØ©�L�z�-ÃØ©" Ç�¾

ü´�¶�|Ø�Uò�Æ���p¸�ïÄ§·��½�éù��Ækßþ�,

�"·�A�¡�§��Æ§·�k��éX���{§Ò´éýn�JÏ"3ýn��

�k��é¤��¸.3�¡§·��
��¸.±�§é·�J¦Æ¯�<5ù§´Ã

{|á�"Ò�´vk¶vk|§·��F"U
òù�ýnt�Ù" £¤Ð

�f`µ/·�ó§·õ�Ó,�í0"XJÆökù«Ó,�í§qÆA+Ö§Ò[

[,Ã¤êù
"3��Æö¤���ãp§bXöÅØû§½��ØX§Æ�ÒéN´

 �" £¤Ð

·ûØr·��¬w�´�<�h¯§�ØJ¦¶�Ú7{"·�´�ýn�?Ð&

¦¤U"´·�´O��o<§é·5`Ã';�§��´§��Cuýn"

Weierstrass (��dA.d)

î�5éuêÆ[§ÒX��éu<" ��
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Rigour is to the mathematician what morality is to men. Weil

éêÆ[ó§�©���y²�u""vk?Û¦:´êÆy²�I�" pd

...in the sense of a mathematician, where half proof = 0, it is demanded for proof that

every doubt becomes impossible.

Gauss, from ”Calculus Gems” (New York 1992) by G. Simmons

��#F�ù��.y²§=¦´��å<§��±^�î>!�Ä���Æ¤Ò

��¯�" pd

Sophie Germain proved to the world that even a woman can accomplish something in

the most rigorous and abstract of sciences.

Gauss, Quoted in D MacHale, Comic Sections (Dublin 1993)

~¦ÚßÔ´)¹��Ü©"���êÆ[¬�)~¦¿a�íR§�Ï~¦�ÃØ

XÛÑÃ{Ê��êÆ§�§�¦�ù����ÿ§¦�¬�~�gêÆ"

M�#d5·��êÆ[6§1985

Doubts and discouragements are part of life. Great mathematicians have doubts and

get discouraged, but usually they can’t stop doing mathematics anyway, and, when they do,

they miss it very deeply.

Halmos ”I Want to be a Mathematician: An Automathography”, 1985

êÆ¥éõ¤õ��´$í§=3Ü·�+�§Ü·��ÿ§ÀJ
Ü·��K"

M��î (Ricci Flow �I)

A lot of success in math is being lucky, being in the right place at the right time, and

trying the right thing. Richard Hamilton, An Interview by John Morgan in 2022

��<£��´��c�<¤�Ä�I?§Ò´�k<%",,.þ¤k`D¤J

���°Äå§A�Ñ´<%F�"AO´A�¤ké<a34�Ñ��z�<§Ñ´

9~���" M�5��êÆ[�Fx6§1941

A man’s first duty, a young man’s at any rate, is to be ambitious. ...Ambition has been

the driving force behind nearly all the best work of the world. In particular, practically all

substantial contributions to human happiness have been made by ambitious men.

G. Hardy, ”A Mathematician’s Apology” in 1941

4 Ø<)

AT�X¡é)¹§Ø+��XÛ" Ïê�
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)êÆ" Russell (Û�)
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\e�¼��£§\Te£õ¶\e�¼� Ô§\Te£õ¶\e���¯W§\

�Te£õ§Ï�"£´¼����½Æ" Newton (Úî)

h²<�¤±Ø¬¤õ§´du¦�"yj>�Àå" Newton

X�iZ<)§¦Ò�¯Ã¤¶XØUÌ0gC§[�´��âä" y�

¤¢¹X�<§Ò´Øä]Ô�<§Øä��·$�¸�<" �J

)¹´Øú²�§Ø+\�¸�XÛ§\�U�å±A" Hawking (¿7)

w3þ2�°þ§Z�O�eó��ù´\�Ð��Ô" D’Alembert (�K��)

<��)A�ù�ÝLµ�£Á ¯��ÿ§¦Ø�uÏ�JÝcuÛ¥§�Ø�

uÏ�L��²²Ã�@#" cdAâÅdÄ
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1�¶|�å§\�ú���§�JÉü§ÆØ*�"��EÔ��§W�g,�

�§�¡k�§©Ù,�" £¤Ð
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��í§�±gd/`"§>�u@q�´�[ð�O�w·µÚ"

OÏd"5&¢�ÄÅ6§1918

I believe with Schopenhauer that one of the strongest motives that leads men to art and

science is escape from everyday life with its painful crudity and hopeless dreariness, from

the fetters of one’s own ever shifting desires. A finely tempered nature longs to escape from

personal life into the world of objective perception and thought; this desire may be compared

with the townsman’s irresistible longing to escape from his noisy, cramped surroundings into

the silence of high mountains, where the eye ranges freely through the still, pure air and
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fondly traces out the restful contours apparently built for eternity.

Albert Einstein, ”Principles of Research”, 1918

é�õê<5`§y¢´��û��g�)¹§´y¢�n��m±YØä�þ�"

�´§X{n5�.vkþ�§vky¢���§vk{NNy3���f¥�ME5

¹Ä"ù��f¿÷
J¦�{�-��"§¤k����¬Ñ´lùp�)�"

Û�5êÆïÄ6§1910

Real life is, to most men, a long second-best, a perpetual compromise between the

real and the possible; but the world of pure reason knows no compromise, no practical

limitations, no barrier to the creative activity embodying in splendid edifices the passionate

aspiration after the perfect from which all great work springs.

Russell, the Study of Mathematics: Philosophical Essays (London, 1910), p. 73.
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·ªuØ2C��Y
" D��

Végre nem butulok tovább (I’ve finally stopped getting dumber). Paul Erdös
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